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Chapter 1 

SYMBOL SYSTEM 

Sonar Position Quantities 

When sonar equipment is used to determine 
present tnrget position, the sonar transducer is 
not pointed nt the ta,rget because of curvature 
of the sound beam. T herefore, the required 
present target position quantities must be com
puted from 1\vnilnble sonar measurements. The 
symbolization of these sonar measurement quan
tities and the corrections applied to them to 
obtain present target position require the ex
pression of two additional positions, as illus
trated in figure 1 . 

Apparent Position. The position of the tar
get is indicated by the sonar transducer; that 
is, the posit.ion from which the sound beam 
appears to <'Ome. It differs from present target 
positions because of target travel during time 
of sound t.rnvel from target to own ship nnd 
refraction of the sound beam due to tempera
ture, pressure, and salinity gradients. 

Past Target Position. This is tho position of 
the target from which the sound beam actually 
comes ; that is, the position of tho target when 
hit by the sound beam. It differs from present 
target position because of target travel during 
the time of sound travel from target to own 
ship, and it differs from apparent.position be
cause of refrac·tion of the sound beam due to 
temperntme, pressure, nnd salinity gradients. 

The dnsses of quantities expressing tho np
parent nnd pnst target positions are the same 
ns those used to express present target posi
tions: bearings (8 ) , elevations (E) , level (Ei) , 
ranges (R ) , nnd cross le\·el (Z) . These classes 
of qunntities may be modified to refer to the 
line to the apparent target position by adding 
the modifier a, or to refer to the line to the 
past target position by adding the modifier p . 
These modifiers change the interpretntion of 
the qunntity to be referenced to the modified 
line rather than to the line of sight. Table 1 
shows typical symbols using these modifiers. 

Apparent Posit ion. To express apparent 
position in the various coordinate systems, sym
bols for the same quantities used to express 
present target position are terminat.ed by letter 
modifier a. For example, for unstable spheri
cal coordinates Bd1, Ed1, and R expressing 
present target position, the corresponding co
ordinates for apparent position are Bda1, Eda1, 

and Ra. 
Past Target Position. To express past target 

position in the various coordinate systems, sym
bols for the same quantities used to ex'Press 
present target position are terminated by letter 
modifier p . F or example, for stable cylindrical 
coordina,tes By, Rh, and R v expressing present 
target position, the corresponding coordinates 
for past target position 1u·e Byp, Rhp, and R vp. 

NOTE: The modifier a refers to appar
ent target position in all cases except 
when used with symbols involving 
wind measurements; then it refers to 
apparent wind. 

Navigational Parallax 

When two or more ships operate as a unit to 
solve the underwater fire control problem, tho 
distance between these ships is considered a 
parallax displnrement. That is, in instances 
where one ship mensures position data and 
transmit.s thes<> data to another ship for use in 
computing a solution, a paralla.x correction is 
made for the displncement between the reference 
points of the two ships, as iJiustrated in figure 2. 

The class of quantities expressing linear dis
placements between the computing-ship refer
ence point and the assist-ship reference point is 
called "navigationnl parnHax" and is repre
sented by t.he bnsie symbol Pn. The basit• 
navigational parallax displacement quantity 
(symbolized Pn) is the total linear distance be
tween the computing-ship reference point nncl 
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Table 1-T ypical Symbols Using Modifiers 
a and p 

Present Apparent Past 
Target Target Target 

Position Position Position 

B Ba Bp 
B' Ba1 Bp' 
Bd Bda Bdp 

. Bd1 Bda1 Bdp1 

Bdy Bdya Bdyp 

Bdy1 Bdya1 Bdyp1 

By By a Byp 
By' Bya' Byp' 
E Ea Ep 
E' Ea1 Ep' 

Ed Ed a Edp 
Ed' Ed a' Edp1 

Ei Eia Eip 
Ei' Eia' Eip' 
M Ma Mp 

Mb Mba Mbp 
Mbd Mbda Mbdp 
Md Mda Mdp 
Mdx Mdxa Mdxp 
Mdy Mdga Mdgp 

Me Mea Mep 
Mh Mha Mhp 
Mhx Mhxa Mhxp 
Mhy Mhya Mhyp 
Mr Mra Mrp 

Mrd Mrda Mrdp 
Mrh Mrha Mrhp 
Ma Maa Map 
Mv Mva Mvp 
Mv' Mva' Mvp' 

Mx Mxa Mxp 
My Mga Mgp 
R Ra Rp 
Rd Rda Rdp 
Rdx Rdxa Rdxp 

2 

Table 1-Typical Symbols Using Modifiers 
a and p-(ontinued 

Present Apparent Past 
Target Target Target 

Position Position Position 

Rdy Rdya Rdgp 
Rh Rha Rhp 
Rhx Rhxa Rhxp 
Rhy Rhya Rhyp 
Rv Rva Rvp 

Rv1 Rva' Rvp' 
Rvd R vda Rvdp 
Rvd' Rvda1 Rvdp' 
Rx Rxa Rxp 
Ry Rya Ryp 

z Za Zp 
Z' Za' Zp' 
Zd Zda Zdp 
Zd' Zda' Zdp' 
Za Zaa Zap 

tho assist-ship reference point measured along 
the navigational parallax base line. 

Present Missile Position 

Present missile position is symbolized in ex
actly the same manner as present target posi
tion, with the exception that a modifier is used. 
The two modifying letters used are m and j . 
The defini tions of these modifiers are as follows: 

Sym- Quantity 
bol 

m Missile center
line. 

j Line to mts-
sile. 

Definition 

Quantities measured to, 
from, or about missile 
centerline. 

Quanti ties measured to, 
from, or about line 
from reference point 
to missile. 
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The modifying letter m when added to, or 
when replacing, the modifier t in a symbol de
fining present target position modifies that sym
bol to define missile centerline rather than 
target centerline. 

The modifying letter j when added to, or 
when r·eplacing, the modifier 8 in a symbol de
fining present target position modifies that sym
bol to define the line from the reference point to 
the missile rather than the line of sight. See 
table 2. 

Table 2-T ypical Equivalent Symbols 

Present 
Target 

Position 

Bd 
Bd1 

Bdy 
Bdy1 

No equiualent 

No equiualent 
B 
B' 
By 
By' 

No equiualent 
No equiualent 

Gyro Angles 

Present 
Missile 

Position 

Bdj 
Bdj1 

Bdjy 
Bdjy1 

Bdm 

Bdm' 
Bj 
Bj' 
Bjy 
Bjy' 

Bm 
Btm 

The class of quantities expressing angular off
sets between the line of fire or the missile speed 
vector and the desired missile speed vector 
measured in the horizontal or deck planes is 
called "gyro angle" and is represented by tho 
symbol G. 

The basic gyro-angle quantity (represented 
by G) is the angle between the vertical plane 
through the line of fire and the vertical plane 
through the desired missile speed vector meas
ured in the horizontal plane. 

To express the same gyro angle measured in 
the deck plane, instead of the horizontal plane, 

Gyro angles G and Gd are further modified 
to indicate planes from (and to) which they are 
measured. To indicate the plane to which the 
offset is measured, the gyro angle symbol is 
followed by 1 (prime) for a plane normal to the 
deck plane; to indicate the plane from which the 
offset is measmed, the gyro angle symbol is 
preceded by 1 (prime) for a plane normal to 
the deck plane. When no prime modifiers 
appear, the gyro angle is measured between 
vertical planes. 

Missile Velocities 

The class of quantities ex-pressing miSStle 
velocities is represented by the basic symbol U. 

The basic missile-velocity quantity (repre
sented by the basic symbol U) is the initial 
velocity of the missile measured with respect 
to the gun or launcher at the instant the 
weapon leaves the gun or the launcher. This 
velocity is independent of the reference frame 
used for the measurement. 

To express average missile velocity to a 
particular point in the trajectory of the missile, 
the basic symbol U is modified by adding the 
modifying number which describes that particu
lar point. 

EXAMPLE. The average missile velocity 
to the future target position would be 
symbolized by U5 if the future target posi
tion were defined by the number 5 in t he 
weapon system being used. 

To express average missile velocity between 
two particular points in the trajectory of the 
missile, the basic symbol is modified by adding 
the two numbers (separated with a dash) that 
describe the two positions. 

ExAMPLE. The average missile velocity 
from the water entry point to the future 
target position would be symbolized by 
U3- 5 if the water entry point were defined 
by the number 3 and the future target 
position by the number 5 in the weapon 
system being used. 

Time 

T ime quantities are symbolized in exactly 
the same manner as missile velocity quantities 
with the exception that the basic symbol is T 
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Radius of Turn 

The class of quantities e:>..-pressing the radius 
of turn is represented by the basic symbol Y. 
This symbol is modified to describe whether 
the radius of turn is in reference to own ship, 
target, or the missile. These modifiers are o 
for own ship, t for target, and m for missile, 
making the symbols Yo=radius of turn of own 
ship, Yt=radius of turn of the target, and 
Ym=radius of turn of the missile. 

Distance 
The class of quantities expressing distance is 

represented by the basic symbol H. This 
symbol is modified to describe the particular 
distance desired. T he distance may be linear 
or curvilinear, depending upon the definition of 
the symbol when modified. T he class of quan
tities represented by the basic symbol H is 
similar to those represented by R (range) and 
P (parallax displacement), with the exception 
that symbols using H as the basic symbol 
require two modifiers to define the end points 

SYMBOL SYSTEM 

and the R and P symbols require only one 
modifier because they inherently define one 
end point. 

Numbers 

With the advent of many new weapon sys
tems in the underwater ordnance field and the 
need for symbols describing the various posi
tions and locations of the missile during its 
travel from own ship to target, it becomes 
increasingly complex to generate distinct sym
bols for every one of these quantities. There
fore, each weapon system will use numbers to 
define the locations of the missile during its 
travel. Refer to tables 3 through 6. Because 
the use of numbers is inherently restrictive, the 
numbers and their definitions will be unique 
to each weapon system (i. e,, the definitions of 
the numbers used in the ASROC system will 
not necessarily be the same as those used in 
other systems). However, all weapon systems 
will use the numbers zero (0), one (1), and two 
(2) and the standard definition for each. 

Symbol Quantity Definition 

0 Will to fire ___ _ .• • . __ • Quantities measured with respect to will or intent to fire or 
optimum time to fire. 

1 Firing order ___ _____ __ Quantities measured with respect to the physical action of firing 
i. e., closure of a firing key or any action which initiates an 
irretrievable firing sequence. 

Z Fire. ___ ____________ • Quantities measured with respect to firing, i. e., ignition. 

These numbers may or may not be used, de
pending upon the requirements of the system, 
but in no case will the definitions of these par
ticular numbers vary in the underwater ord
nance field. 

In defining quantities involving the use of 
numbers, the construction of the symbol is the 
same as one. that does not use numbers. The 
choice of the numbers and their application in a 
weapon system should be done with care, and 

thought should be given to the future require
ments of the weapon system. Figure 3 and 
tables 3 and 4 illustrate how numbering of 
points is incorporated in a type of anti
submarine weapon system. Figure 4 and 
tables 5 and 6 illustrate the incorporation of 
numbers into a submarine weapon system. 
Numbers may be used to define points or lines 
wherever the standard use of letter modifiers 
is not applicable. 

5 
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SYMBOL SYSTEM 

Table 3-Definitions of Numbers Used in a Thrown Weapon System 

Symbol Quantity Definition 

0 Will to fire.____ ___ ___ Quantities measured with respect to will or intent to fire or 
optimum time to fire. 

1 F iring order_ ____ ____ _ Quantities measured with respect to physical action of firing, 
i. e., closure of a firing key or any action which initiates an 
irretrievable firing sequence. 

2 Fire_____________ ____ Quantities measured with respect to firing, i. e., ignition. 
3 Thrust cut-off position _ Quantities measured with respect to thrust cut-off position. 
4 Separation position __ __ Quantities measured with respect to separation position. 
5 Water entry point_ ____ Quantities measured with respect to position where charge 

enters the water. 
6 Enabling position ______ Quantities measured with respect. to position where missile is 

enabled. 
7 Future target position __ Quantities measured with respect to future target position. 
8 Aiming position _______ Quantities measured with respect to aiming position . 

Table 4- Definitions ofT erms Used in a Thrown Weapon System 

Symbol Quantity Definit.ion 

s( Bt5) Future target position._ Angle between vertical plane th1·ough target speed vector and 
vertical plane containing desu·ed missile water entry point 
and bow of target at future target position, measured in 
horizontal plane. Positive angles meastU'ed clockwise from 
bow of target. 

By5 Water entry point bear- Angle between North-South vertical plane and vertical plane 
mg. through line to computed water entry point, measured in 

horizontal plane. Positive angles measured clockwise from 

s( Hht5) Future target position 
offset. 

Rh5 Effective range. ____ __ _ 

Rh8 Horizontal aiming 

Rvu 

c(Rvu) 

Tl- 0 
TO 

range. 

Target depth ____ ____ _ 

Computed target depth_ 

Dead time ___________ _ 
Time of will to fire ___ _ 

North. 
Horizontal distance from future target position to desired 

missile water entry point. 
Horizontal range from reference point to water entry point of 

charge at time of fire. 
Horizontal range from own ship to target, combined with cor

rections and predictions necessary to compensate for own 
ship and target motion during time of flight, plus ballistic 
corrections and spots. 

Depth of target below horizontal plane measured in vertical 
plane through line of sight. 

Computed depth of target below horizontal plane measured in 
vertical plane through line of sight. 

Time from will to fire to instant of firing. 
The time of will or intent to fire or optimum time of fire. 
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Table 4- DeAnitions oF Terms Used in a Thrown Weapon System-Continued 

Symbol Quantity D efinition 

Tl Time of firing order____ The time of the physical action of firing, i. e., closure of a firing 
key or any action which initiates an irretrievable firing 
sequence. 

T2 Time of fire.__ ________ T he time of actual firing, i. e., ignition . 
T3 Time to thrust cut-off_ _ The time from instant of fu'ing to instant of thr ust cut-off. 
T4 Time to separation___ _ T he time from instant of firing to instant of rocket and payload 

separation order. 
T5 Time of water entry ___ The time from instant of firing to instant of water entry. 
T6- 5 Sinking time._ ___ __ __ _ Time from instant a charge strikes the water to time it JS 

enabled. 
T6 Enabling time __ _______ T ime from instant of firing to instant charge is enabled. 

Table 5- DeFinitions oF Numbers Used in Submarine Firing oF Torpedoes 

Symbol Quantity D~'finition 

0 Will to fire _____ ______ Quantities measured with respect to will or intent to fire or 
optimum time to fire . 

1 Firing order__________ Quantities measured with respect to physical action of firing, 
i. e., closure of a firing key or any action which initiates 
an irretrievable firing sequence. 

2 Fire .__ ____ __________ Quantities measured with respect to firing, i. e., ignition . 
3 Reach point_ _______ __ Qua.ntities measured with respect to end of initial straight 

path of torpedo. 
4 Gyro involute point ____ Quantities measured with respect to beginning of fi nal torpedo 

track. 
5 Present target position . Quant ities measured with respect to present target position. 
6 Future target position __ Quantities measured with rE_Jspec t to future target position. 
7 Advance point._ ____ __ Quantities measured with respect to intersection of a line 

parallel to final torpedo track passing through torpedo tube 
and a line perpendicular to final torpedo track passmg 
through future target position. 

8 Final torpedo track._ __ Quantities measured with respect to final torpedo track. 
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Symbol 

H6- 5 
R3 
Ym 

Hm 

R7 

H7- 6 

e(Hm) 

j(Hm) 

j(R7) 

88 

Bt8 
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Table 6-0efinitions of Symbols Used in Submarine firing of Torpedoes 

Quantity 

Target rmL ____ _____ _ 
Reach __ __ ___________ _ 

Torpedo turning radius _ 

Torpedo run _____ - ----

Semi-pseudo torpedo 
run. 

Torpedo ad vance _____ _ 

Theoretical t{)rpedo run 

Torpedo run difference_ 

Torpedo angle dif
ference. 

Gyro angle __________ _ 

Impact angle _____ ___ _ 

Definition 

Distance traveled by target during time of actual torpedo run. 
Initial straight path of torpedo. 
Radius of circular torpedo path from end of initial straight 

path to beginning of final straight path. 
Distance which topredo actually travels along its path from 

end of tube to point of intercept with target . . 
Distance along a line para.llel to final track of torpedo, meas

ured from torpedo tube to a point abreast of point of impact. 
Perpendicular distance between final track of torpedo and line 

from torpedo tube muzzle parallel to this final track. 
Distance a theoretical torpedo travels under water from tube 

muzzle in a given time. This theoretical torpedo is assumed 
to travel at a standru·d depth and at final running speed 
from instant it leaves muzzle. 

Difference between theoretical torpedo run and actual torpedo 
run. 

Difference between torpedo run and semi-pseudo torpedo 
run. 

Angle between own ship centerline and final torpedo track, 
measured clockwise from own ship centerline. 

Angle between target centerline and final torpedo track, meas
ured clockwise from target centerline. 
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Chapter 2 

LINEAR AND ANGULAR CORRECTIONS AND MODIFICATIONS 

Navigational Parallax Corrections 
Parallax corrections to position quantities 

accounting for displacement between the com
puting ship and the assisting ship are indicated 
by the quantity modifier pn. The col'l'ection 
quantity differs from the basic navigational 
parallax quantity by being lower case rather 
than capitalized. To obtain the relative target 
bearing B from the assisting ship, the correction 
applied to the relative target bearing is sym
bolized by pn(B ). Thus, B + pn(B)= (B )pn 
means that relative target bearing from the 
computing ship plus correction to relative tar
get bearing for displacement between the com
puting ship and the assisting ship equals rela
tive target bearing fTOm the assisting ship. 

Velocity Corrections 

Velocity in Air. To express the constant, air 
speed of the we~tpon (that is, the set running 
speed for a self-propelled missile through the 
air), the basic velocity symbol U is terminated 
by modifier f , forming symbol Uf . 

To express the average air weapon velocity 
to the present and future target positions, 
numeral modifiers are applied to the air velocity 
symbol Uf . . 

Velocity in Water. To express the constant 
water speed of the weapon (that is, the torpedo 
running speed), the basic velocity symbol U 
is terminated by modifier u, forming symbol 
Uu. 

To express vertical velocities in wate1· (that 
is, sinking speeds for depth charges, etc.), the 
water velocity symbol Uu is terminated by 
modifier v, forming symbol Uuv. 

The running velocity of weapons may vary 
with the depth at which they are traveling. 
Torpedo speed is based on running at a speci
fied proof depth, and when set for any other 
depth, the torpedo speed sometimes must be 
corrected. The correction to torpedo speed 
•s expressed by enclosing the symbol Uu in 

~ ~636:1 0 - 58- 2 

parentheses, and preceding the parentheses 
with quant ity modifier v, forming symbol 
v( Uu). 

T o symbolize the corrected torpedo speed 
(that is, the speed including the depth correc
tion), the symbol Uu is enclosed in paren
theses and followed by quantity modifier v, 
forming symbol (Uu)v. 

Thus, Uu + v(Ull )= ( Uu)v means that tor
pedo speed at proof depth plus correction to 
torpedo speed for variation from proof depth 
equals torpedo speed corrected for t.orpedo 
running depth. 

Other factors wh.ich affect the torpedo speed 
nrc water temperature and battery electrolyte 
temperattu·e. The conection to torpedo speed 
for water temperature is expressed by enclosing 
the symbol Uu in parentheses and preceding 
the parentheses with quantity modifier jt, 
forming symbol jt(Uu ). 

To symbolize the corrected torpedo speed 
(tha.t is, the speed including the water tempera
ture correction), the symbol Uu is enclosed 
in parentheses and followed by jt, forming 
symbol (Uu )jt. 

Thus, Uu + jt( Uu) = ( Uu)jt means that tor
pedo speed plus correction for water tempera
ture equals torpedo speed corrected for water 
temperature. 

The quantity modifier je is used to express 
correction for battery electrolyte temperature. 
The quantity modifier is applied in the same 
manner as described for water temperature 
modifier jt. 

Conection Ouantities 
Since present target pos1t1on cannot bt> 

directly measured with sonar equipment, it is 
necessary to compute present target position 
quantities from the meastu·ed values of apparent 
position coordinates obtained from the sonar 
equipment. This usually is accomplished by 
computing corrections to apparent position 
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coordinates for the curvature of the sound beam 
as it passes through the water to obtain past 
target position, and then computing <'Orrections 
to past target position coordinates for target 
travel during time of sound travel to own ship. 

Apparent Position Corrections. The correc
t.ion for curvature of the sound beam as it 
passes through the water is made by applying 
corrections to apparent position coordinates 
for temperature, pressure, and salinity gradients. 

To express these individual corrections, the 
apparent position quantity is enclosed in 
parentheses and preceded by the appropria.te 
quantity modifier . 

The q ua.ntity modifiers with their meanings 
are: 

MoDIFIER 

jt 
jp 
js 

CoRRECTION FOR 

Temperature 
Pressure 
Salinity 

v'or example, the correction to apparent 
position elcvntion Ea accounting for tempera
ture is symbolized jt ( Ea), for pressure jp ( Ea), 
and for salinity / s ( Ea). 

Thus, Ea + jt (Ea) + jp (Ea) + js (Ea) = 
jstp(Ea)= Ep means that apparent position 
elevation plus corrections to apparent position 
elevation for temperature, yressure, and salinity 
equals elevation of past target positions. It is 
seen that jstp(Ea)= Ep is an observation of 
fact, not a definition. 

When symbolizing the total correction to an 
apparent position quantity accounting for 
temperature, pressure, and salinity, the lower 
case letters are applied to one j modifier , forming 
correction symbol jtps. Thus, the total cor
rection to apparent position elevation Ea for 
temperature, pressure, a.nd salinity may be 
written jtps (Ea), and the preceding formula 
written Ea + jtps ( Ea)= Ep. 

Past Target Position Corrections. The cor
rections to past target position coordinates 
accounting for target travel during the time of 
sound travel from target to own ship are made 
by enclosing the past target position qua.ntity 
in parentheses, and preceding the parentheses 
with quantity modifier m. For example, the 
conection to past target position elevation Ep 
accounting for target travel during time of sotmd 
travel is symbolized by m ( Ep). 

12 

T hus, Ep+ m(Ep)= E means that past target 
position elevation plus correc.tion to past. 
target position elevation for target travel dw·ing 
time of sound travel equals present target 
elevation. 

Since 

Ep= Ea + js (Ea)+ jp(Ea)+ jt(Ea) 

then 

E= Ea+ j s(Ea) + jp(Ea)+ jt(Ea)+ m(Ep) 

E = Ea+ j spt(Ea)+ m(Ep) 

Torpedo Run Difference. Torpedo run dif
ference is the horizontal displacement between 
the actual torpedo and a theoretical torpedo 
fired a.t a standard depth and assumed to travel 
at final running speed from the instant of firing. 
That is, it is the difference between actual torpe
do run and theoretical torpedo run. 

This quantity is symbolized by enclosing the 
symbol for torpedo run Hm in parentheses and 
preceding the parentheses with quantity modi
fier j, formi11g symbol j (Hm). 

The total value of torpedo run difference is 
composed of two pa.rts: 

1. Displacement for the initial difference 
between the ejection velocity and the running 
velocity 

2. Displacement for firing the actual tor
pedo at a depth other than standard or proof 
depth. 

To symbolize these two parts of torpedo run 
difference, additional modifiers are applied to 
quantity modifier j. Letter modifier m isused 
to indicate the part due to velocity difference, 
forming symbol jm (Hm), and letter modifier 
v is used for the part due to depth difference, 
forming symbol j v (Hm). Thus, jm (Hm) + 
j v (Hm)= j (Hm). 

Maneuvering Quantities 

Generally, tile quantities discussed n.nd sym
bolized in this volume are those used in the 
solution of the problem at some instant of firing. 

In fixed range or limited train and elevation 
problems, such as ahead-thrown attacks, a 
prefiring phase is required in the solution . 
This phase involves the measurements and 
computatiqns required to bring the launcher to 
a position where the weapon can be fu·ed at the 
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target, and it is called the "maneu \·ering ph as<'" 
of the problem. 

Present Target Position Maneuvering Quan
tities. The quantities r·equircd to expr·ess 
tnrgct position during tho rntmeuvering phnso 
arc exnctly the same as those required to ox
press target position dur·ing tho firing phase. 
That is, bearings, elevations, and ranges nrc 
used to locate the target in a reference system. 
Therefore, in most instances, the symbols used 
for maneuvering quantities are exactly the 
same as the symbols used for firing quantities. 
These quantitiP.s are illustrnted in figures 4 nnd 
5 of Volume I , and are symbolized and defined 
in composite tables 4A, 4B, and the table 
for figure 5. 

In instances where it is necessary to distin
guish between maneuvering and firing posi
tion quantities, the maneuvering quantities 
are symbolized as shown in Volume I , tables 
4A, 4B, and the table for figure 5. The cor"re
sponding firing quantities are symbolized by 
applying the numeral modifier 1, which is the 
number defining firing order, after the symbols 
shown in these tables. In Volume I, table 5, 
target horizontal range is symbolized by Rh, 
and during firing by Rh1. Also, in table 4A, 
Volume 1, rclati ve target bearing during maneu
vering is symbolized by B, and dtU·ing firing 
by B1. 

The numeral modifier 1 is applied to position 
quantities during the firing phase only when a 
possibility of confusion between maneuvering 
and firing quantities exists. When no confusion 
is possible, the numeral modifier is elimjnated 
from the firing quantities. 

Sonar Maneuvering Quantities. As in the 
firing problem, when using sonar equipment to 
determine target position in the maneuvering 
problem the sonar transducer is not pointed 1\t 

the target. T herefore, the required maneuver
ing target position quantities are computed 
from available sonar measurements. 

The references, coordinates, and quantities 
required to express sonar position during the 
maneuvering phase are exactly the same as those 
required to express sonar position during the 
firing phase. T herefore, in most- instances, the 
symbols for sonar maneuvering quantities ar·c 
the same as the symbols for sonar firing quan
t ities. 

In instances where it is necessary to distin
guish between sonar maneuvering and firing 
quantities, the same device is employed as for 
present position quantities. For example, hori
zontal range to apparent position is symbolized 
by Rha. Therefore, horizontal range during 
maneuvering is symbolized by Rha, arid during 
firing by Rha1 . 

As previously discussed, the numeral modifier 
1 is applied to firing position quantit.ies only in 
instances where there is a possibility of con
fusion between firing and maneuveri11g quan
tities. Where no confusion is poss ible, the 
modifier is omitted. 

In fixed range or limited train and elevation 
problems wher·e n maneuvering phase is re
quired, the launcher is brought to the correct 
firing point b,V changing own ship course or 
heading. 

Own Ship Course Correction. The value of 
own ship course during the maneuvering phase 
is symbolized by Co. The amount own ship 
course is changed to bring own ship to the 
correct firing course is symbolized by enclosing 
own ship course symbol Co in parentheses, and 
preceding the pnrentheses with quantity modi
fier j, forming symbol j(Co). 

The value of own ship course during the firing 
phase (that is, the correct firing course) is 
symbolized by Col. Thus, Co + j(Co) = Col 
means that own ship course during the ma
neuvering phase plus the change in course equals 
own ship firing course. 

Own S hip H eading Correction. The value of 
own ship heading during the mnneuver·ing and 
firing phases of the fixed launcher problem are 
symbolized in exactly the same manner as 
described for own ship course. T hat is, own 
ship heading during the maneuvering phase is 
symbolized by Cqo, and during the firing phase 
by Cqol. The change in own ship heading is 
symbolized by j( Cqo). 

T hus, Cqo+ j( Cqo )= Cqol means that own 
ship heading dur·ing the maneuvering phase 
plus change in heading equals own ship firing 
heading. 

Torpedo Turning Radius Modification. Tor
pedo turning radius usually varies with left
and right-angle shots. To indicate left and 
right turning mdius, basic symbol z is enclosed 
in parentheses nnd followed by modifiers. 

13 
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Numel'ltl modifier d is used for right turning 
radius, forming symbol ( Ym )d, and numeral 
modifier e is used for left turning radius, 
forming symbol ( Ym)e. 

Time Remaining To Fire. I n the prPsent. 
ahead-thrown and stern-dropped attacks, the 

14 

solution is computed to obtaiu a correct time 
to fire the charge-that is, elapsed time between 
the present instant and the instant to fire the 
charge. To express this time quantity iu 
terms of symbols, basic time symbol T is termi
nated by modifier n, forming symbol Tn. 
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Correction to Relative Sonar Train 

Correction applied to relative sonar train to 
account for temperature, pressure, and salinity 
gradients. 
Note: To indicate the correctiQn to any sonar position 
quantity for temperature, pressure, and salini ty 
gradient,, the qua ntity is enclosed in parentheses and 
p receded by quantity modifier i•tp. 

Relative Missile Bearing 

Angle between vertical plane through own 
ship centerline, and vertical plane through line 
to missile, measured in the deck plane. Posi
t ive angles measured clockwise from own ship 
centerline. 

Relative Missile Bearing 

Angle between ver-tical plane through own 
ship centerline, and normal plane through line 
to missile, measured in deck plane. Positive 
angles measured clockwise from own ship 
centerline. 

LINE TO 

I 

edi 

LINE TO 

istp(Bda') 

Bdi 

Bdi' 

15 
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Bdiy 

LINE TO 
MISSILE 

LINE TO 
MISSILE 

Bdm 

16 

MISSILE 
CENTERLINE 

I 

/ 

' ' ' 

True Missile Bearing 

Angle between North-South vertical plane 
and vertical plane through line to missile, 
measured in deck plane. Positive angles meas
ured clockwise from North. 

True Missile Bearing 

Angle between North-South vertical plane 
a.nd normal plane through line to missile, 
measured in deck plane. Positive angles meas
ured clockwise from North . 

Missile Bearing 

Angle vetween vertical plane through own 
ship centerline and vertical plane through 
missile speed vector, measured in deck plane. 
Positive angles measured clockwise from own 
sbip centerline. 
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Missile Bearing 
Angle between vertical plane through own 

ship centerline, and normal plane through 
missile speed vector, measured in deck plane. 
Positive angles measured clockwise from own 
ship centerline. 

Relative Missile Bearing 

Angle between vertical plane through own 
ship centerline, and vertical plane through line 
to missile, measured in horizontal plane. Posi
tive angle measured clockwise from own ship 
centerline. 

Relative M issile Bearing 

Angle between vertical plane through own 
ship centerline, and normal plane through line 
to missile, measured in horizontal plane. Posi
tive angles measured clockwise from own ship 
centerline. 

DICTIONARY OF SYMBOLS 

MISS ILE 
CENTERLINE 

LINE TO 
MISSILE 

I 
I 

/ 

Bi 

Bi' 
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Biy 

Bm 

18 

True Missile Bearing 
Angle between North-South vertical plane 

and vertical plane through line to missile, 
measured in horizontal plane. Positive angles 
measured clockwise from North. 

True Missile Bearing 
Angle between North-South vertical plane 

and normal plane through line to missile, 
measured in horizontal plane. Positive angle 
measured clockwise from North. 

Relative Missile Bearing 
Angle between vertical plane through own 

ship centerline, and vertical plane through 
missile speed vector, measured in horizontal 
plane. Positive angles measured clockwise 
from own ship centerline. 
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Relative Missile Bearing 
Angle between vertical plane through missile 

speed vector and vertical plane through target 
centerline. Positive angle measured clockwise 
from target centerline. 

Target Angle 
Angle between vertical plane through target 

speed vector, and vertical plane through line of 
sight, measured in horizontal plane clockwise 
from target speed vector. 

DICTIONARY OF SYMBOLS 

MISSILE 
CENTERLINE 

Bts 

Btm 
TARGET 

CENTERLI NE 

Bts 
TARGET SPEED 

VECTOR 

19 
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Eis 
LINE OF FIRE 

Eis' 
LINE OF FIRE 

20 

Level Angle 
Angle between horizontal plane and deck 

plane, measured in vertical plane through line 
of fire. Positive angles meaSlLred downward 
from horizontal plane on target side of own ship. 

Level Angle 
Angle between horizontal plane and deck 

plane, measured in normal plane through line of 
fire. Positive angles measured downward from 
horizontal plane on target side of own ship. 
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Tube Depth 

Vertical distance of torpedo tube below sur
face of water. 

Torpedo Running Depth Order 

Vertical distance torpedo is set to run below 
surface of water. 

DICTIONARY OF SYMBOLS Cl 
SURFACE 

OF WATER -----.""' Hvg 

Hvm 

21 
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Hvmg 

Hvs 

22 

SURFACE 
OF WATER 

Depth Difference 

Difference between depth of torpedo tube 
and running depth of torpedo. That 1s, 
H vmg= H vg= H vm. 

Transducer Depth 

Vertical distance sonar transducer is below 
surface of water. 
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Navigational Parallax Base length 
Total linear distance from reference point of 

computing ship to reference point of assist ship 
measw·ed along navigational parallax base line. 

Deck Navigational Parallax 

Projection of navigational paraHax base 
length in deck plane by a normal plane through 
navigational parallax base line. 

Athwartship Navigational Parallax Dis
placement 

Component of navigational parallax base 
length in deck plane perpendicular to vertical 
plane through own ship centerline. 

DICTIONARY OF SYMBOLS 

FIRING SHIP 
REFERENCE 

POINT 

FIRING SHIP 
REFERENCE 

POINT 

FIRING SHIP 
REFERENCE 

POINT 

COMPUTING 
SHIP 

REFERENCE 
POINT 

Pn 

Pnd 
COMPUTING 

SHIP 
REFERENCE 

POINT 

Pnda 
COMPUTING 

SHIP 
REFERENCE 

POINT 

--. 
OWN SHIP 

CENTERLINE 

23 
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Pndo 
FIRING SHIP 
REFERENCE 

POINT 

Pndx 
FIRING SHIP 
REFERENCE 
POINT 

Pndy 
FIRING SHIP 
REFERENCE 

POINT 

24 

COMPUTING 
SHIP 

REFERENCE 
POINT 

' , 
OWN SHIP 

CENTERLINE 

COMPUTING 
SHIP 

REFERENCE 
POINT 

COMPUTING 
SHIP 

REFERENCE 
POINT 

Centerline Navigational Parallax Displace
ment 

Component of navigational parallax base 
length in deck plane by a normal plane through 
own ship centerline. 

East-West Deck Navigational Parallax Dis
placement 

Component of navigational parallax base 
length in derk plane and in East-West normal 
plane. 

North-South Deck Navigational Parallax 
Displacement 

Component of navigational parallax base 
length in deck plane and in North-South 
normal plane. 
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Horizontal Navigational Parallax Displace
ment 

Projection of navigational parallax base 
length in horizontal plane by a vertical plane 
through navigational parallax base line. 

Athwartship Navigational Parallax Dis
placement 

Component of navigational parallax base 
length in horizon tal plane perpendicular to 
verti<'.al plane through own ship centerline. 

Centerline Navigational Parallax Displace
ment 

Component of navigational parallax base 
length in horizontn,l plane by a vertical plane 
through own ship centerline. 

DICTIONARY OF SYMBOLS 

FIRING SHIP 
REFERENCE 

POINT 

FIRING SHIP 
REFERENCE 

POINT --\--1 

FIRING SHIP 
REFERENCE 

POINT --r--1 

Pnh 
COMPUTING 

SHIP 
REFERENCE 

POINT 

Pnha 
COMPUTING 

SHIP 
REFERENCE 

POINT 

OWN SHIP 
CENTERLINE 

Pnho 
COMPUTING 

SHIP 
REFERENCE 

POINT 

OWN SHIP 
CENTERLINE 

25 
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Pnhx 
FIRING SHIP 
REFERENCE 

POINT 

Pnhy 
FIRING SHIP 
REFERENCE 

POINT 

Pnv 

26 

FIRING SHIP 
REFERENCE 

POINT 

COMPUTING 
SHIP 

REFERENCE 
POINT 

COMPUTING 
SHIP 

REFERENCE 
POINT 

COMPUTING 
SHIP 

REFERENCE 
POINT 

East-West Horizontal Navigational Parallax 
Displacement 

Component of navigational parallax base 
length in horizontal plane and in East-West 
vertical plane. 

North-South Horizontal Navigational Par
allax Displacement 

Component of navigational parallax base 
length in horizontal plane and in North-South 
vertical plane. 

Vertical Navigational Parallax Displace
ment 

Vertical component of navigational parallax 
base length measured from horizontal plane in 
vertical plnne through navigational parallax 
base line. 
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Normal Navigational Parallax Displace
ment 

Normal component, of navigational pa.rallax 
base length measmed from horizontal plane in 
vertical plane through navigational parallax 
base line. 

Vertical Navigational Parallax Displace
ment 

Vertical component of navigational parallax 
base length measured from deck plane in verti
cal plane through navigational parallax base 
line. 

Normal Navigational Parallax Displace
ment 

Normal component of navigat,ionnl parallax 
base length measmed from deck plane in normal 
plane t hrough navigat.ional parallax base line. 

456365 0-58- -3 

DIOIONARY OF SYMBOLS 

FIRING SHIP 
REFERENCE 

POINT 

FIRING SHIP 
REFERENCE 
POINT 

FIRING SHIP 
REFERENCE POINT e 

Pnv' 
COMPUTING 

SHIP 
REFERENCE 

POINT 

Pnvd 
COMPUTING SHIP 
REFERENCE POINT 

Pnvd' 
COMPUTING SHIP 
REF ERENCE POINT 

27 
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Pnx 
FIRING SHIP 
REFERENCE 

POINT 

Pny 
FIRING SHIP 
REFERENCE 
POINT 

28 

COMPUT ING 
SHIP 

REFEREN CE 
POINT 

COMPUTING 
SHIP 

REFE REN CE 
POINT 

East-West Navigational Parallax Displace
ment 

Project.ion of navigational parallax base 
length in North-South Yertical plane. 

North-South Navigational Parallax Displace
ment 

Projection of navigational parallax hase 
length in North-South vert.ical plane. 
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Radius of Turn 
Radius of circular section of a track. Add 

o to indicate own ship turning radius. Add t 
to indicate targeL turning radius. 

Missile T uming Radius 
Radius of circular section of missile track. 

Circular section of missile track is measured 
from location of end of initial straight run to 
location of final missile track. 

DIGIONARY OF SYMBOLS 

y 

Ym 

29 
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Appendix A 

BASIC SYMBOLS 

Symbol Name Meaning when used alone 

A Angular movement 10 Difference in elevat ion from horizontal plane between present 
elevation. line of sight and line to fu t ure target position, measured 

upward to line to future target position in a vertical plane. 

B Bearing . ___ .. _ •. _____ Relative bearing of target measured from vertical plane through 
own ship centerline to vertical plane through line of sight in 
horizontal plane clockwise from own ship centerline. 

c Course._._ .. _. __ • ___ _ Course of target from North-South vertical plane to vertical 
plane through relative target-speed vector in fra.m'e used by 
fire control system, measured in horizontal plane clockwise 
from N orth. 

D Rate oL . _ ...... _ .•.. Differentia.ti.ng operator d/dt. 

E Elevation __ ___________ Elevation of target above horizontal plane measured upward 
from horizontal plane in vertical plane through line of sight . 

Ei Level ______ ___ _______ Angle between horizontal plane and deck plane, measured 
downward from horizontal plane (on target side of own 
ship) in vertical plane through line of sight. 

F Missile offset angle ___ _ Angle between line of sight to missile and line of sight. 

G Gyro angle •. _ .• _ •...• Angle between vertical plane t hrough line of fire and vertical 
plane through desired missile centerline measured in hori-
zontal plane. 

H Distance ___ ____ ... ... Basic symbol used with modifiers to define distance between 
two points. 

I Angle of inclination. ___ Useful only as a rate ; Dl expresses rate of rotation of own 
ship wit h respect to earth frame. 

J Jump deviation _ ..... . No meaning. 

L Sight deflection _. __ . . _ Total lead angle between llne of sight and line of fire. 

M Li nea.r movement. ___ __ Total linear displacement of target during time of flight due 
to relative motion between own ship and target in frame 
used by fire con trol sys tem. 
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Symbol 

N 

0 
p 

Pn 

Ps 

Q 

R 

5 

T 
u 

v 

w 
X 
y 

z 
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Appendix A-continued 

BASIC SYMBOLS-continued 

Name Meaning when used alone 

Firing parallax base ____ Total linear displacement between reference point and gun 
measured along firing parallax base line. 

Navigational parallax Total linear displacement between computing-ship reference 
base length. point and firing-ship reference point. 

Position parallax base Total linear displacement between reference point and sight-
length. ing element measured along position parallax base line. 

Range _____ - ___ - - - - - - Distance between own ship and target measured along line of 
sight. 

Lateral angular move- Total angular displacement measured from line of sight to line 
ment. to future target position. 

Time __ __ ___ __ _______ Elapsed time. 

Velocity _________ ___ __ Initial velocity of projectile with respect to gun muzzles at 
instant projectile leaves gun. 

Sight angle ___ ______ __ D ifference in elevation between line of sight and line of fire 
measured in a vertical plane. 

Wind rate ____ ____ ____ Total rate of true wind measured with respect t{) the earth. 

Radius of turn ______ __ Distance from center of a turning arc to the arc. 

Cross leveL ___ ________ Angle between vertical plane through line of sight, and normal 
plane through intersection of vertical plane through line of 
sight and horizontal plane, measured about an axis which is 
intersection of vertical plane through line of sight and hori-
zontal plane. 
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BASIC SYMBOL MODIFIERS 

Modi-
Name Used to indicate fier 

a Apparent or athwart- Quantities related to apparent target position or apparent 
ship wind, or quantities related to ath wart.shi p components of 

parallax. 

b Bearing _______ _____ __ Quantities U1 direction affecting bearing. 

c 

d Deck ___________ __ ___ Quantities measured in, from, or about axes in the deck. 

e Elevation ____ __ ______ Quantities in direction affecting elevation. 

f Flight, Air ____________ Quantities related to weapon fligh t through the air. 

I Gun or launcher ____ ___ Quantities measured from, to, or about line of fire. 

h Horizon taL ___ __ _____ _ Quan tities measured m horizontal plane. 

• 
I 

• Line of sight to missile_ Quantities measured from, to, or about line of sight to missile. I 

lc Earth ______ _____ _____ Quantities expressing earth rates. 

I 

m Missile ______ ___ ____ __ Quantit.ies measured from, to, or about missile centerline. 

n 

0 Own ship ____________ _ Quantities measured from, to, or about own ship centerline, and 
quantities expressing own ship rates and own ship wind rates. 

p Past_ _______ _________ Quantities related to past target position. 

q Heading __ ____________ Compass head of own ship or target. 

r Range ___________ __ __ Quant it ies in direction a.ffecting range. 

s Line of sigh L ____ _____ Quantities measured from, to, or about line of sight or director. 

33 
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Appendix B-Continued 

BASIC SYMBOL MODIFIER5-Continued 

Modi- Name Used to indicate fler 

t Target . __ . _________ _ . Quantitie~ meas ured from, to, or about target centerline, 
quantities expressing target, rates. 

and 

u Underwater_ _____ ___ __ Quantities expressing rat,es, angles, etc., of underwater weapons . 

v Vertical . __ . ______ • ___ Quantities in vertical direction. 

w Wind _ ___ . . _____ --- - - Quant ities related to wind . 

it East-West. __ . ________ Quantities measured in East-West direction. 

y North-South ___ _____ ._ Quantities meas ured from North or in a North-South direction. 

z Cross leveL_ . ________ Quantities related to cross roll. 

I Prime (beforequantity) _ Measurement from a normal plane. 

I Prime (after quan tity)_ Measurement to or in a normal plane. 

II Double prune (before Measurement from a plane normal to the slant plane. 
quantity) 

II Double prrme (a.fter Measurement to or in a plane normal to the slant plane. 
quantity) 

0 Will to fire ______ - - - - . Quantities meas ured with respect to will or intent to fire or 
optimum time to fire. 

I Firing order. ___ . ___ . _ Quan tit ies measured wit h respect to physical action of firing, 
i. e., closure of firing key, or any action which initiatE'S an 
irretrievable firing sequence. 

I Fire ___ • __ . __ . __ - - . - Quantities measured with ·respect to firing, I. e., ignition . 

34 
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Appendix C 

QUANTITY . MODIFIERS 
These modifiers are used before or after parentheses. 

Modi- Name 
fier 

Before the parentheses After the parentheses 

a Advance .. ____ . __ Portion of quantity measured 1o meaning. 
to advance position . ., Ballistics. ________ Portion of quan tity accounting Tlw quantity corrected for the 
for superelcvntion or drift. effoct of superelevation or drift. 

--
c Computed or gen- Value of a quantity as computed No meaning. 

crated. or generated Ill the mecha-
msm. 

d Designated ___ ____ Designated value of the quan- Right. 
tity. 

e Estimated or error. Estima.ted value of quantity or Left. 
error in tha.t quantity. 

f Function _________ Function of the q uantit.y _______ Ko meaning. 

s D ead time _____ ___ Correction to quan tity due to The quantity corrected for the 
dead time. effect of dead time. . 

h 
• J ncrement. _______ Increment of the quantity __ ____ l'\o meaning. I 

• ('omputational o.d- Computational addition to the A partial value of the quantity. I 
clition or partial. quantity . 

• Battery electro- The portion of that qunntity ac- The quantity corrected for effect ae 
lyte tempem- counting for battery electro- of bat.tery electrolyte temper-
ture. lyte tempcmtuJ·c. ature. 

----
• Velocity difTrrrncc. The portion of that quant.ity ac- The quantity corrected for effect 111'1 

count ing for velocity differ- of velocity difference. 
ence . 

• W a t.er pressurr ____ The portion of that quantity ac- Tlw quantity corrected for change IP 
counting for rhange in wa.ter in water pressure. 
pressure. 
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Modi-
fier 

• IS 

it 

• IV 

k 

I 

m 

n 

0 

p 

pn 

ps 

q 

r 
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Appendix ( - Continued 

QUANTITY MODIFIERs-continued 

Name Before the parentheses After the parentheses 

Salinity _____ ___ __ The portion of that quantity ac- The quantity corrected for change 
counting for change in salin- in salinity. 
ity. 

--
Water tempera- The portion of that quantity ac- The quantity corrected for change 

ture. counting for water tempera- in water temperature. 
ture . 

D epth difference __ The portion of that quantity ac- The quantity corrected for change 
counting for depth difference. in depth difference. 

Earth _____ _______ No meaning ____ __________ ____ The quantity referred to the 
earth frame. 

-
InitiaL __ ________ The initial value of the quantity_ No meaning. 

Relnt.ive motion . __ The portion of that quantity ac- The quantity corrected for effect 
counting for relative motion of relative motion between own 
between own ship and target. ship and target. 

Reach ___ ______ __ _ That portion of the quantity ac- The quantity corrected for effect 
counting for reach. of reach. 

Observed or meas- The observed or measured value Ref erred to a frame rigidly at-
ured. of the quantity. tached to own ship. 

Firing parallax ____ The portion of the quantity The quantity corrected for t.he 
accounting for firing parallax. effect of firing parallax. 

Navigational par- The portion of the quantity The quantity corrected for effect 
allax. accounting for navigational of navigational pa.rallax. 

parallax. 

Position parallax __ The portion of the quantity The quantit.y corrected for effect 
accounting for position par- of position parallax. 
all ax. 

Corrective input A corrective input or spot to the No meaning. 
or spot. quantity. 

Rate controL _____ Rate control correction to a The quantity including the r·a.t.t• 
quantity. control correction . 
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v 
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y 
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QUANTITY MODIFIERS 

Appendix (-Continued 

QUANTITY MODIFIERS-Continued 

Name Before the parentheses After the parentheses 

Selected __ _____ . __ A selected value of the quantity_ Referred to the inertial frame. 

Initial velocity The portion of the quantity The quantity corrected for 
loss. accounting for change m change in initial velocity. 

initial velocity. 

Height or depth ___ The portion of that quantity The quant ity corrected for 
accounting for change m change in height or depth. 
height or depth. 

Wind .. ________ __ The portion of the quantity The quantity corrected for effect 
accounting for effect of wind . of wind. 

Run difference . ___ The portion of the quantity The quantity conected for effect 
accounting for run difference. of run difference. 

T . urn mg. ___ _____ _ The portion of the quantity The quantity corrected for effect 
accounting for turning radius. of turning radius. 

' 
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SN DL Part 1 (1\'o. 69) and Part 2 (No. 27) 
Two copies each unless otherwise excepted: 
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